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Abstract

Mobile phones have become a commodity and consumers switch their phones increasingly often. Earlier research suggests that social influences have a role in mobile phone switching, but the literature does not well explain what the underlying dynamics behind it are. We address this gap and report a longitudinal study on the social influences in consumers’ mobile phone switching behavior. Theoretically the paper is founded on switching behavior and more specifically on the push-pull-mooring framework that has been recently used to explain consumers’ switching behavior related to different products and services. Our mostly qualitative survey data was collected annually among Finnish university students during 2012-2014. While mobile phone users primarily base their switch decisions on rational reasons, indications of social influences on their switching behavior were discovered. Most interestingly, respondents seemed to recognize the role of social influences in their past behavior, but did not connect this to their future decisions.
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Introduction

Today Mobile phones can be considered as a consumable as the global penetration approaches 100%. Based on the ITU (2013) statistics the global mobile phone subscription penetration at the end of 2013 was about 6.8 billion, with the total world population of 7.1 billion. Mobile phones are rapidly replacing the traditional voice communication mobile phones, globally. Similarly to the 1990's mobile phone revolution, we are not witnessing vivid smartphone saturation.

The availability of the growing myriad of application software (apps) is a prerequisite for the smartphones to generate any value aside telephony services for a user. Apps can be downloaded to the mobile devices largely regardless of time and place. Due to the constantly increasing computational power, modern smartphones can perform several tasks that were just recently possible only for computers. Mobile technology increasingly
allows the users to transfer their daily information and communication technology based routines from personal computers to smaller, mobile devices.

From a mobile phone manufacturer’s viewpoint, developing the technology and the operating system of a phone and selling this bundle as an independent standalone product it is not enough, anymore. The choice of the relating ecosystem is at least as important as the core technology. The mobile phone operating system (i.e. iOS, Android, Windows), user interface, mobile cellular network infrastructure and mobile service operator, are all relevant parts of this ecosystem, as is the mobile application software market, which is used to make the apps available for the users. The most common smartphone - OS - application store combinations at the moment (also in the context of our examination in Finland) are the following: iPhone - iOS - AppStore, Samsung - Android - Play Store, and Nokia/Microsoft - Windows - Windows Phone Store.

With the current near 100% global mobile phone penetration rate, focus of research on consumers and mobile phones has shifted from technology adoption to post-adoption behavior and processes. Users in developed markets switch – that is, replace or change - to a new phone on an average of 1.5-4.5 years (CEA, 2014; TCO Development, 2014). Mobile phones, application software, cellular networks and the mobile service ecosystem in a whole are an important part of most consumers’ daily lives. Mobile phones are inherently technology products and primarily judged by the consumers based on their functionality, technical quality, and price. Consumers are also part of their social environment, hence subject to social influences, in the form of social norms and peer pressures. These have both conscious and unconscious effects on the consumers’ product or service switching decisions. Hence, the research question addressed in this paper is as follows: What is the role of social influences in consumers’ mobile phone switching behavior?

Since Nokia sold its mobile phone division to Microsoft in 2013, Finland as a market traditionally dominated by Nokia is shifting to other brands. This recent and ongoing shift in the market offers us an excellent opportunity to observe changes in the consumer switching behavior. We are particularly interested in the less obvious or conscious reasons or reasoning applied by consumers in their choice of the new device being switched to. We postulate that the differences in technical quality between the major brands are rather minute; the decisions are made more based on personal preferences and more or less acknowledged social influences. More specifically, in the empirical setting of this study we focus on, how much and in which direction social issues and network effects have influenced the mobile service platform switching behavior of Finnish business school students in 2012 - 2014. We utilize interpretive approach in this longitudinal, partly inductive study, comprising an empirical survey data of three consecutive years.

**Earlier Research**

Success of platform-mediated networks and services depends highly on the size of the user network (Economides & Katsamakas, 2006). Network effects are those positive or negative effects that one user’s actions have on another user’s valuation of the network (Milgrom & Roberts, 1992). In other words, the value of membership to one user is positively affected by another user joining and enlarging the network (Katz & Shapiro,
Ecosystems, such as, mobile service platforms operate in many-sided markets, where the platform’s value to any given user depends on the number of users on the network’s other side(s), and the value grows as the platform matches demand from different sides (Rochet & Tirole, 2003; Eisenmann et al, 2006). Both same-side effects (i.e., how valuable is the growth of the network for the users in the same side of the market) and the cross-side network effects (i.e., how valuable is the growth of the network on the other side) are highly relevant in the context of mobile services.

When directly questioned, consumers typically emphasize the technical and technological features as motivation, reasons and reasoning in their mobile phone switching behavior, instead of any social influences in the form of same-side network effect or, opinions or actions of family members, friends, colleagues or other consumers (Tuunainen et al., 2012b, Nykänen, 2013). Earlier studies have found evidence of the role of social influences in consumer behavior in different contexts (Bansal et al., 1999; Tuunainen et al., 2012b), yet only very few have explored them in the context of mobile phone switching (See e.g. Hsu, 2014). Furthermore, recent studies indicate that these influences can be stronger than the consumers initially reveal or realize themselves (Tuunainen et al., 2012a). A person may aim at increasing the value of his or her own device through increased size of the user network by attempting to influence his or her peers to switch to a particular device and service platform. Also, fashion and trends have an effect on consumers’ buying behavior (Kim et al, 2002; Park et al., 2006). More specifically in the context of mobile technology, Lu et al. (2005) found that the user’s perceptions of usefulness and ease of use of the technology are significantly attributed to social influences from the user’s social networks and the sense of image.

Although research into consumers’ switching behavior has long history in marketing and service research, it is still relatively new perspective in information systems (IS) research. When examining the use of different information systems or technologies, IS research has traditionally focused on technology acceptance by the users (see e.g. Bhattacherjee, 2001; Venkatesh et al., 2012), in circumstances usually involving large paradigmatic shifts in use behavior. However, in the current environment of rapid mobile phone product cycles, there are no large paradigmatic shifts at sight. Rather, consumers more frequently shift from one mobile phone to another somewhat similar product. Therefore, a full comprehension of consumer behavior in the current market environment requires examination of nature of the relationship between products involved in the process of switching, rather than examination of the factors related to the acquired or adopted product. Consequently, switching provides a more appropriate lens for studying behavior of consumers transferring from one information technology product to another.

Switching research in IS has been sparse and lacking an overarching theory (Bhattacherjee et al., 2012; Bhattacherjee and Park, 2014). Therefore, a number of scholars interested in consumer switching behavior have utilized the Push-Pull-Mooring (PPM) framework (Bansal et al., 2005; Zhang et al, 2008) that originates from the study of human migration (Lee, 1966). The PPM framework states that migration decisions are based on a person’s perception of push factors at the origin, pull factors of the destination, and the personal or environmental mooring factors that can inhibit or facilitate the migration decisions (Lee, 1966; Moon, 1995).
Applied to consumer behavior context, the push factors are those that motivate the user to abandon their current product or service and to switch to a new one. Factors, like *satisfaction, perceived quality, value, trust, commitment and price* are often suggested to be strongly associated with the push attributes (see e.g. Bansal et al., 2005; Chang et al., 2014; Ye and Potter, 2011). Low perceived quality and value, low trust with the origin and high price perceptions are associated as strong positive push factors (Bansal et al., 2005). Similarly, pull-factors have direct effects on switching behavior through the effects related to alternatives to current state of affairs. Examination of pull-factors has been mainly restricted to the concept of *alternative attractiveness*, which suggests that the positive characteristics of competing product or service can influence positively the consumer’s switching intentions (Bansal et al., 1999; 2005; Chang et al., 2014; Cheng et al., 2009; Hou et al., 2011; Chiu et al., 2011; Jones et al., 2000). Extant literature also recognizes several mooring factors, the most frequently referred being *switching costs, variety-seeking tendencies, subjective norms i.e. social influences, attitudes toward switching, and past behaviors* (Bansal et al., 2005). *Social influences or subjective norms* refer to a person’s "perception of the social pressures placed on her/him to engage in a certain behavior" (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980; Bansal et al., 2005). Research on social influence in consumer switching behavior is still rather limited and the treatment of the related constructs varies. Some recent studies, for instance in the context on mobile shopping service switching (Lai et al., 2012) and social networking site switching (Cheng et al., 2009) position factors related to peer influence as pull-factors, while earlier literature of consumer service switching behavior in general (e.g. Bansal et al. 2005) treat social influences explicitly as mooring-factors.

**Empirical Study**

The longitudinal empirical data presented in this paper was gathered through a survey questionnaire. This survey has been conducted annually in 2012-2014 in Finland, every January among students participating in a Master’s level business school course. The total sample consists of 216 responses: 69 (2012), 82 (2013) and 65 (2014).

The survey instrument has both qualitative and quantitative parts, with main emphasis on qualitative. By using quantitative and qualitative approaches in the questionnaire we applied within study triangulation that allowed us to elicit nuanced differences between the switch factors through quantitative questions while simultaneously exploring the full potential switch factor set through use of open-ended questions. The open-ended questions elicited positive and negative aspects of respondents’ current and previous mobile phone, as well as explicit explanations for the reasons to switch phones. Conversely, in the quantitative part the respondents were asked to rate the importance of a list of predetermined factors (see Table 2 in the next section). Additionally, background details, such as age, gender, mobile phone brands, models, smartphone-feature phone differentiation and the time of switch were inquired in relation to the most recent switch.

The Push-Pull-Mooring framework (Bansal et al., 2005) was used to structure initial axial codes that emerged inductively from the qualitative questionnaire data. In the coding process, indicators of different push-pull-mooring factors were identified in two coding iterations across the different open-ended questions. The final list consisted of 26 inductively emergent initial switch factors that were then divided into ten
subcategories and three PPM dimensions in subsequent coding iterations. Each of the switch factors and subcategories corresponded with the three PPM framework dimensions (see Table 1). Even though we identified and analyzed all the different PPM factors contributing to the users’ switch decisions, in this paper the main focus is on social influences and network effects, as well as on whether and how they have changed over the three-year period.

**Findings**

There are two relevant market and technological trends evidenced by our data. Firstly, smartphones replaced feature phones almost entirely over the three years. While in 2012 41% of the respondents had a feature phone and 59% a smartphone, by 2014 smartphone penetration was already 98%. The second relevant trend is related to the phone brands: Samsung and Apple overtook Nokia’s home ground advantage in popularity in three years. Together these two trends imply a paradigm shift from device centered phone use to software and service centered usage and stronger network effects, which in turn can be expected to affect the importance of social influences in switching behavior. Additionally, even though the examination is primarily focused on voluntary switching, each year 25-40% of the respondents reported having switched their mobile devices in situations where either the switch time or the switch destination was affected by events out of their control as is indicated by the subcategory of forced or assisted switch (Table 1). The forced or assisted switching refers to situation where the previous device was broken or stolen (forced switch) or the new device was a gift or provided by the employer (assisted switch).

**Social Influences**

As expected, different device characteristics as both push and pull factors were the most important factors in mobile phone switching behavior stated by the respondents (not reported in detail in this paper), and this remained stable over the three years. Nevertheless, clear evidence of social influences in different forms emerged from the data (see table 1). These social influences were primarily conveyed through direct influences, such as, recommendations by friends and peers and reviews in public sources, as well as indirect social norms. Even though the numbers and percentages are fairly small, we can see an increase in the importance of good reviews, recommendations of friends, friends having a more advanced phone (usually smartphone), and friends having a specific phone (most typically iPhone) from year to year.
Table 1 Switch factors 2012-2014 (from open-ended questions)

The pre-defined list of factors that the users were asked to rate would indicate that peers and friends have practically no influence at all (see Table 2). This implies that even though one might be paying attention to what kinds of phones friends and peers have or admit to “just wanting a smartphone”, this kind of social influence is not acknowledged fully consciously.
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Table 2 Switch factors 2012-2014 (factors rated on Likert-scale (1 (not important) - 5 (important to a large extent))

Social norms are manifested in the open-ended answers also in terms of comparison to peers. In 2012 and 2013 a few respondents referred to “being ashamed” or embarrassed about his or her outdated (feature) phone as one reason to switch phones. More often (by 44% in 2012 and by 45% in 2013) this was pronounced in terms of wanting to have a smartphone (instead of a feature phone) - as in “I want a smartphone since everyone else around me has one already” (from 2012 data) – or some specific smartphone related features. The desire to have a new phone with more advanced capabilities is still present in 2014 (42%), but since all but one respondent have a smartphone, no feelings of embarrassment are declared anymore. However, less self-reflecting way of saying this – perceiving the previous phone as outdated - has remained important over the three years (17%, 24% and 22% in 2012-2014, respectively).

We see a similar pattern in the way that the respondents see themselves as being in the forefront of development and always having the latest gadgets. In the rated list (Table 2), the importance is quite low in all years, but in the open-ended responses some, albeit only a few, clearly announce themselves as early adaptors of new technology. For example, a respondent in 2014 wrote: "I always want something better and I cannot be satisfied forever with the smartphone that I have at the moment. I would like to challenge myself keeping myself on the front line of technology development, which is exciting".

In line with the results of the list of rated factors (Table 2), only weak signals of direct peer pressure were found in the open-ended answers. Deliberate, persuasive peer influencing seems to be rare among university students and it is not perceived to much affect the decisions. However, the implicit social influence references prevail in the responses for questions where the effects of social norms or peer pressure are not asked about directly, but where the respondents refer to their social environment and their perception about the platform choices they feel their social environment expects from them. Counting together all the mentions to peer influence (such as, "peers had recommended a specific phone", "peers had more modern phones" and "peers had already a specific (smart)phone") by the respondents in the open-ended answers, we see that the relevance has increased from 10 % in 2012 to 26% in 2014. Furthermore, implicit switch reasons seem often to appear in statements related to fashion, aesthetics,
"coolness" and person’s own social image. Several respondents expressed their affection for a certain brand or device very openly and directly, writing for instance, that “the iPhone is just so cool” or that “I wanted more fashionable phone”.

Social Influences Specific to Apple iPhone Users

There are also some distinguishable brand-associated differences in the switching behavior of the users, particularly in terms of social influences. While 43 % of the respondents in 2014 were Apple iPhone owners, their share of those 26 % (of the whole sample) referring to peer influence was almost 60%. Also most clearly related to iPhones were references made by some respondents to the value created by same-side network effects in terms of the ability to connect with their friends and chosen communities more easily with the same phone brand: “Apple has been known as the market leader in smartphones. Hence I have to say the brand is a major reason I chose this phone. Their quality is known to be consistent. A lot of my peers (friends, family) use iPhones so it is easier for me to connect with them by using an iPhone.” (from the 2014 data). Overall, the Apple iPhone users in the sample manifest stronger social interdependency and same-side network effects facilitated by greater intra-brand synchronizability between different devices (smartphone, tablet, mp3 player, laptop) than the other brands and platforms.

Furthermore, Apple’s brand image is clearly stronger than any other brand, referred to by a 2014 respondent as "reference and social value" that was the main driver of his latest switch to an iPhone. The iPhone users seem to express certain kind of "sense of belonging" in an Apple subculture. This can be seen in the questionnaire sections where the respondents were asked about their previous switches and also their future switches. Mentions to Mooring and Pull factors, such as "new specific phone available" or "better compatibility/sync/subculture issues" increased in number every year. These mentions were almost entirely made by respondents who already had switched to an iPhone. In our Finland based sample, Nokia users expressed similarly strong brand loyalty in 2012, but by 2014 this kind of loyalty was reserved for Apple’s iPhone, only.

Moreover, we find that social influence seems to work also via mobile service platforms through which the users access and download apps. First of all, number of apps available is one of most highly rated factors (see Table 2), implying strong cross-side network effects created by the availability and selection of mobile apps on a given service platform. The respondents also indicate that information on apps is shared among peers, as peers are the most frequently referred source of apps information. Furthermore, there are mentions of brand specific apps that support peer-to-peer communication, again evidencing presence of same-side network effect. This is endemic to Apple but not to other brands. This implies that high compatibility and easy synchronization among the Apple users is not considered to limit communication with the peers with devices of any another brand.

Discussion

The ten subcategory elements that were induced from the data are mostly represented also in earlier IS literature on switching and adoption: dissatisfaction (e.g. Ye and Potter, 2011), prior experience (e.g. Hou et al., 2011), alternative attractiveness (e.g.
Chang et al., 2014), facilitating conditions (Venkatesh et al., 2012), switching costs (e.g. Zhang et al., 2008), variety seeking behavior (e.g. Hou et al., 2011) and social influences (e.g. Hsu, 2014). However, attitude towards switching and forced or assisted switches have been examined only in the context of services (e.g. Bansal et al., 2005; Keaveney, 1995). Especially, the lack of examination of forced or assisted switches could be considered as an oversight since our sample indicates that about every fourth switch had some element of this subcategory.

The role of social influences in the consumer mobile phone switching behavior is not immediately evident, as consumers in general, and our business school student respondents in particular, tend to rationalize their purchase decisions, or at least attempt to do so. Accordingly, it seems more rational and socially acceptable to explain mobile phone switching decisions with reasons related to technical features and functionalities, than to admit having made the decision based on fashion trends or peer influence. Interestingly, analyzing separately our quantitative data (i.e. the pre-defined list of switch factors rated by the respondents) and qualitative data (the open-ended questions), results were contradictory in terms of the importance of social influence. Whereas the quantitative ratings downplayed the significance of peer influence as well as fashion and aesthetical features of the devices, these were clearly evident in the open-ended responses. This could deduce that the open ended questions were answered based on what actually has occurred in the past (for example, the question “Explain in your own words, what was the situation and what were the reasons for the switch from your previous phone to your current phone? (Be as complete and thorough as possible)”), while the list of factors (“Importance of different factors in switching the phone”) was interpreted by the respondents to refer to the future switching decisions. This would mean that the respondents recognized at least to some extent the role of social influences in their past behavior, but do not connect this to their future decisions. This ambiguity of the survey instrument is an obvious flaw in our research design. Yet, it might have provided us novel insights into how the respondents mentally separate their past and future switching decisions. In any case, this is a question that needs to be addressed more thoroughly and carefully in future research.

Even though the changes are not substantial, we can also note a clear increase in the role of social influences in the consumer mobile phone switching behavior. This link between social influences and mobile phone switching has been mostly unexplored in the extant IS research (with the exception of Hsu, 2014). An important factor explaining the increase of social influences is the fast smartphone saturation during the period of the survey data collections, years 2012-2014. Since a smartphone is an inherent part of platform business ecosystem, the role of network effects seems increase with the smartphone market saturation. Smartphones are purchased because of their extended capabilities, including the possibility to interact with social contacts beyond direct voice communication. This same-side network effect is a form of social influence, which is highly relevant in the decision to switch a mobile phone. Some mobile service platforms and phone brands utilize the social and network effects better than others. On the other hand, some consumers like to avoid strong brands and the risk of lock-in, so by creating demand for differentiated features.

Apple has managed to create a strong community with the help of network effects, high customer loyalty and lock-in through cross-platform interoperability, which is evidenced
in our data by iPhone surpassing Nokia mobiles phones as the most popular brand and model by 2014. The smartphone saturation may have aided this tendency as it has resulted in the increased complexity of mobile phones. Product complexity has been associated with decision-making uncertainty, which in turn has been associated with emphasis on familiar brands and social influences (Polites and Karahanna, 2012; Sheth and Parvatiyar, 1995; Walther et al., 2002).

Our findings indicate that consumers’ mobile phone switching behavior is driven by different factors, depending on the device and/or platform being switched from and to. Our respondents could be divided into two groups: the iPhone aficionados and the others. The iPhone aficionados seem to emphasize emotions in their switch decisions more than the other phone brand users. Social influences and same-side networks effect seem to play a bigger role in their switching decisions. They do not seem to mind so much if the technical performance of phone of their choice lacks behind the competitors’ performance (in 2012 more so than recently). Technical performance is not considered overly important, as emotions and other perceived benefits may overshadow the quantitative or technically emphasized rationale in decision-making. The 2012 and 2014 data revealed that over half of the users that recognized and acknowledged the social environment’s influences in their switching behavior were Apple iPhone users (2013 iPhone and Samsung were even in this aspect). The users of any other brands cannot be called aficionados in the same sense, as their switch decisions clearly follow different pattern. The respondents that had switched to Samsung, Nokia and the other, minor brand phones rather seem to have built their switch decisions on more rational consideration, seeking technology reviews and comparing the technical features of the competing alternatives. With a wide range of popular mobile phone models, in 2012 Nokia still had a strong user base and notable brand loyalty among the Finns or students living in Finland. However, this brand affiliation started vanishing fast already in 2013 data. At the time of the data collection in January 2013, the sales of Nokia mobile phones to Microsoft was still half a year ahead, but the market as well as the student respondents were well aware of the troubles Nokia was facing. One of the most critical reasons behind these troubles was the fact that Nokia had not managed to introduce competitive smartphones nor a strong, viable service platform to the market (Tuunainen et al., 2011) early enough.

Conclusions

As a summary of the findings of our longitudinal survey, we conclude that the mobile phone users primarily base their switch decisions on rational reasons, most typically based on technical advances in device features and functionalities. However, inductive part of our study also identified influences that remain unexplored in the switching of IS products: forced or assisted switch and attitude towards switching. Of these two forced or assisted switch category portrayed a clear potential for gaining more comprehensive understanding of consumer switching processes with accounting influence in at least 25% of the switches. Future research should look into to this in more detail.

The primary focus of this paper was on social influences that play an increasingly important role in the consumers’ decision making. Contemporary social norms encourage use of large variety of communication and social media, and as mobile internet accessed with smartphones has increased the possibilities to interact in various
ways with one’s social connections, the influence of these social connections has increased, as well. This was evidenced by our survey respondents to apply also to the mobile phone switching behavior, either directly or indirectly; and either consciously or subconsciously.

The findings of this study suggest that, the social influence have had an increasing role in consumers’ switching behavior over the three years the data was collected. During this period, we observed smartphones reaching market saturation (almost 100 % of the respondents) and a strong shift in brand preferences (from Nokia to Apple). These market changes had different impacts on the dynamics of consumer switch behavior, some of which we were able to capture in the analyses of our data. As a limitation, generalizing inferences must be treated cautiously. Even though Finnish students serve admittedly as an excellent observatory for future tendencies in mobile phone behavior, these respondents do not represent the general population, not even in Finland. Nevertheless, we believe our longitudinal study and the findings provide new insights into understanding how consumers make mobile phone switching decisions and the role of social influences in the process. Clearly, more research into understanding the decision making patterns and switch decision making in needed. We are currently in the process of collecting the 2015 data set with the same survey instrument, now supplemented with new sets of questions to re-evaluate and build on the conclusions of this study.
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